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lrene Dölling
The "New Woman" of
the Weimar Republic:
Visualization and Standardization
of Modernization Processes

Siegbert Feldberg was known to compensate artists whose self-portraits
he acquired for his collection with a suit, in a sort of bartering deal.
Feldberg owned a company for elegant men's clothing; perhaps that is
one of the reasons his collection contains relatively few self-portraits
by women. Jeanne Mammen's ( i890-1976) self-portrait would definitely have fit weil into a collection whose portraits reflect the thrust,
conflicts, and ambivalences of the Roaring Twenties (fig. i ). For one
thing, in a certain way Jeanne Mammen embodied the modern
woman of the i92os metropolis. After studying at art academies in
Paris, Brussels, and Rome, she set up a studio in Berlin in i919; until
i933 she worked for fashion magazines and produced drawings and
water colors for magazines such as Jugend, Simplicissimus, Uhu, and
Ulk. She was among the pioneers of women who took the big city and
public space by storm. As Annelie Lütgens determined in her study,
Jeanne Mammen was a "female flaneur" who moved "through the welloff western and poor eastern parts of the city; through pubs, dives,
and dance halls; through the pleasure centres of the rich, the demimonde, and the underworld ... Small and inconspicuous, wearing an
old raincoat and a beret pulled down over her bobbed hair, holding a
drawing pencil in one hand and a cigarette in the other - we can imagine her vividly - Mammen enjoyed the freedom of being overlooked.
She herself, however, did not overlook a single woman. Women are at
1
the centre of her stories of the metropolis." The last point refers to
another reason why Mammen would have been well-placed in Feldberg's collection. With a glance as unsentimental as full of solidarity
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JEANNE MAMMEN
$ELF-PORTRAIT

she catches in her works women whose behavior, whose style of fashion
and body shape, were just as much apart of i92os discourse and collective fantasies of emancipation and sexual liberty, democratic egalitarianism, progress, motorization, and enthusiasm for technology, as
were warnings against the blurring of social boundaries, endangerment of the nation and the "healthy body of the nation." Jeanne Mammen was interested in the female employees at the low end of the pay
2
scale as weil as in the "loose girls" and the self-assured, provocative
women in the pleasure establishments and the lesbian subculture. Her
drawings, watercolours, and fashion sketches are part of the archive of
images that gave the New Woman of the Weimar Republic a sensuous,
visual form.
Much has been written about this New Woman of the Weimar
Republic in numerous publications and from the diverse perspectives
of various academic disciplines. In the comments that follow on this
question, I shall concentrate on a primarily sociological perspective -
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how, and in what ways, through the New Woman the Weimar Republic
painted its own portrait. I should like to show how the Weimar Republic used visualizations of the New Woman to link and mesh two
things: delegitimating previously valid and generally accepted standards of gender arrangements, and interpreting and standardizing
modernization processes. In other words, rather than concentrating
primarily on self-representations, I shall discuss some cultural and
social contexts that facilitate the interpretation of self-representations
from this time as being tied to society. In my view the Weimar Republic is exemplary of the transformations that modern, industrial societies went through at this time (and continuing into the i95os) and
which sociologist Peter Wagner called "organized modernity." 3 According to Wagner, modern societies can be identified basically through
the conflict between autonomy of the individual and universal, egalitarian claims (universal human rights), on the one hand, and the necessary practical, political limitation of this universal project and its
socially threatening openness, on the other. He divides the history of
modern societies into phases, each of which offers a different way of
stemming this basic conflict - intellectually (that is, culturally and
legitimating), institutionally, and through forms of exclusion - thus
resolving it, at least temporarily. The phase of "organized modernity"
is characterized by the "postliberal compromise," by limiting individual freedom and autonomy in favor of - as Wagner put it - "collective
arrangements." Collectivizing and homogenizing processes connected
to "organized modernity" can be outlined using such notions as: building a social or welfare state that assigned members of society to places
in well-defined collectives according to age, occupational status, marital status, health status; the tripartism of workers/firms/the state; the
homogenization of work processes through Taylorism, or "scientific
management," and Fordism; standardized mass production and mass
consumption; and so on. 4
The discourse on the New Woman in the Weimar Republic of the
i92os must be understood from a sociological perspective against this
background, in my view, as both a process and a product of cultural
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options to interpret and standardize social transformations in the
developing "organized modernity." This is bolstered by the observable
shift in discourse on the New Woman over the course of the i92os.
After the Weimar Republic was declared, a democratic state established, and suffrage for women introduced, the emancipatory impetus
was predominant and the New Woman-an "employed, intellectually
1
educated and politically active woman" - stood especially for a "social
1
fantasy ot breaking out". ' In the years that followed, the New Woman
was characterized using attributes such as independent, fashionably
up-to-date, youthful, athletic, and motorized. 7 In the assignment of
these characteristics, as 1 hope to show in what follows, new scopes of
action as weil as constraints and disciplinization in "organized modernity" are brought up, conventionalized, and standardized.
Starting in the early i92os a change took place in the street scenes
in Berlin, a big city developing into a metropolis. The picture was
marked increasingly by younger women, "striding quickly to work in
the !arge office buildings or returning home exhausted - the masses of
8
female salaried workers". The streets were filled with women strolling
along the magnificent avenues of the metropolis, hastening to an
afternoon dance or evening entertainment in one of many establishments, and whose outward appearance did not reveal al first glance
whether they were part of "high society" or were "small" sales clerks,
whether they were "real ladies, or fast ones"(fig.2). 9 Women sat in the
cafes without male escorts; they smoked, drank, and amused themselves, showing their legs with fake silk stockings. The dances of these
10
"wild years," such as the Shimmy and the Charleston, broke down
the traditional, hierarchical style of dancing in couples, expressing a
feeling of freedom and independence through their impetuous,
uncontrolled, and spontaneously invented body movements. These
women embodied a type of woman who stood for modernity, urbanity, and equality, as weil as liberal sexuality. This type replaced the traditional woman of the nineteenth century; it thus defined as old-fashioned that which corresponded to the norms of the bourgeois separation
of breadwinner and housewife, of excluding women from the public
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WOMEN ON KURFURSTENDAMM
BOULEVARD• "THERE ARE MANY
WOMEN ON KURFÜRSTENDAMM.
THEY ALL HAVE THE SAME FACES
AND A LOT OF MOLE FURS THAT IS, NOT REAL FIRST-CLASS,
BUT CHIC NONETHELESS" IRMGARD KEUN, DAS KUNSTSEIDENE
MADCHEN ITHE FAKE SILK GIRL)

sphere, of subordinating sexuality to reproduction, and of defining
women to be rnothers. Hans Ostwald, who wrote a history of life and
cusloms in the 192os, characterized Lhe New Woman as follows:
The slender Diana type who storrns around in a loosely fitting, thin
garrnent almost revealing the knees gained more and rnore ground.
This type was also athletically trained and seemed doubly delicate
and frail in her heavy, hanging fur. On top of that, her hair was cut
short, her mouth was made up into a red-lacquered heart form, and
her apparel deliberately lacked a train, decollete, and ornaments of
earlier wornen's dress, and was actually nothing but a shirtlike hanging something - it all created a type of appearance beyond the
woman of yesterday and earlier, a type whose rnain effect was
through remarkably slender legs that seerned to have only two purposes: dance and sports.
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The emergence of this new type of woman was furthered, for one
thing, by real developments, especially the chances for women to
work in the expanding service sector.'" In addition - and 1 find this
more significant - the New Woman was the product of discourse and
images that were sustained especially in and by the new mass media
such as magazines, film, and photography. This involved the construction of a woman's body and its images using fashion, cosmetics, and athletics; it spoke of new freedom and at the same time provided acceptance for the discipline needed to shape the individual body according
to the new standards, and - as casual yet seif-evident consequences of
this modernity - for new kinds of social constraints and controls.
Although the female salaried workers were seen as representing
the New Woman, ' 1 their real working world played a major role neither in the texts nor in the pictures. For the New Woman was of course
a working, "earning" woman; that is, wage-earning for women of all
social strata became acceptable as a symbol of modernity. Women
were no longer excluded from the project of modernity as they had
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been in the nineteenth century and to some extent until the end of the
Gerrnan Empire. Instead, they participated in it as citizens and as
mcmbers of the labor force.
Howcvcr, the hierarchical gender order in "organized modernity"
did not disappear. Instead of wornen being explicitly excluded,
implicit lirnitations and exclusion based on gender were constructed
and cffcctivc in practice in the nation or its various collectives and
subgroups. Also, the construction of the New Woman was inherently
ambivalent. lt conventionalized new liberties, new scopes of action,
and freedom of movcment for women, while at the same time it limited these liberties to young, unmarried women. '+ And with that, the
limitation of this freedom itself became normalized. The newly constructed body of young, unmarried women represented not so much
an emancipatory draft of gender relations or female self-deterrnination; instead, it served especially as a screen on which to project the
promiscs of modernity, of technological and social progress.
The media images of the New Woman also revealed "changing gender and social boundaries" in this context that could be "copied" as it
11
were by individuals. Tendencies to cross or go beyond out-dated gender roles as weil as social dass divisions are obvious in these irnages.
Women with bobbed hairstyles were, as the Berliner Tageblatt newspaper wrote in October 1925, "an expression of a worldview and a
11
lifestyle" ' that was characterized by an objective, functional, antielite, democratic basic attitude. Fashion was an irnportant means of
conveying these "blurred boundaries." "Deliberately plain fabrics and
styles", the invention of synthetic fibers, and "improved imitation
methods (e.g., synthetic leather and pearls)" all served to feed the "illu17
sion of a democratic culture". Shirtwaist dresses for the workday as
weil as afternoon or evening (figs. 3 and 4), jumpers and straight suits
(fig. 5) covered up the insignias of traditional female beauty such as
narrow waists and bustlines; together with legs visible to above the
kncc in silk stockings and narrow-fitting cloche hats, they formed a
slender, flowing, continuous silhouette that resembled that of an
"elegant young man".'" "Masculine" acccssories such as tie, cigarette,
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LIESELOTTE FRIEDLANDER
PRACTICAL DAY SUIT, C.1925

WRITER VICKI BAUM
AT BOXING PRACTICE

monocle, sports coat, and panls signalcd and convcntionalized lhe
blurring of social boundarics by women (whercby at lhe same time
the ullraferninine evening allire with the accompanying bright red
lips and heavy perfume scrved lo Jessen the impacl of thc obscurcd
19
borders and reducc lhe risk lo lhe social order). The new fashions
also bade farewell to the corsel; consequcntly, wearers of the ncw
styles were forced - which the rnedia suggested in countless illustrated articles - to keep their bodies trim and firm through sporls, to
control their weight, and to count calories. Women swam, playcd tennis, skied, and boxed in order lo fight their way through lifc (fig. 6).
They internalized the nolion that thc modern, "natural" bcauty of the
wornen's body had to he achieved through slrict discipline and wilhout external pressure (withoul the extcrnally supporling am! shaping
corset!), rnuch in kecping with thc zeitgcist of "organized modcrnity,"
which gencrally attached high status to work. Media images of tlw
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FROM DIE DAML THE JUMPER
DOMINATES A WOMAN'S APPEARANCE

New Woman, which for many women during the Weimar Republic
became a 111odel for working on lhcir body, had a dernocratizing
l'!Tccl. Al lhl' sarne time thcrl' was an obvious trend toward homogenization, toward rctreat of thc individual bchind tlw rnasses. In i92(i,
for examplc, the magazinc Die Dom!? (Wornan) wrote that "Fashion
makes everyone equal. Now everyonc is narrow-hippcd, bosomless,
short-haircd, heart-lippcd.""" (The design sketch in figurc 7 was also
lakcn frorn this magazine.) .
Vicki Baum summcd up the conlradiction between originality and
inclividuality, on the one hand, and standarclization and homogcnization, on thc other: "lt is modern to bc original. Consequcntly, all modern
women are original. C:onsequently, since all of thern are simultancously
21
original, not a single onc of them is." This contradiction, which "modern wonwn" had lo confront and cornc to terms wilh individually,
rdcrs furllH'r lo lendcncics towanl homogenization orientcd toward
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STILL FROM THE FILM

THE GIRL FROM
THE REVUE
1928

TYPEWRITER SCENE
FROM THE JAMES-KLEIN
REVUE THE LAUGHING

BERLIN, 1925

the military that characterize "organized modernity" - in the sense of a
strict, thoroughly organized systern of, for exarnple, process sleps in
industry and household, and rnass consumption." The standardizing
imagc of the fashionably dressed, athletic, slcnder wornan corrcsponded on photographs and in movies and revues lo the seemingly
cndless rows of dancers who kicked their legs in unison in time lo thc
rnusic, or who represented a number or a letter in a dancc sceIH' (figs.
8 and 9). Thc single, individualizcd body disappears behind thc owr
all body in thc rnachinelikc, automatic arrangcmcnl of tlw mov('rnents, with priority givcn to the uniforrnity and homogcneity of tlw
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"individual parts" of the scries. Consequently, the "modern" woman's
body again servcd as a scrccn on which to project the norrnalization of
dcvclopments which in many ways assigned and subordinated thc
individual to clearly dcfined social groups, subjecting it to homogenizing dcmands and norms. "The legs of the Tiller Girls correspond to
hands in thc factory," obscrved Siegfried Kracauer accuratcly, with an
21
eyc toward thc capitalist production process.
Thc discursivcly and vi~tially produced construction of the New
Woman and the relatcd intcrpretation and standardization of changing social contcxts and proccsses cmergcd within the context of political and cultural debates. Not all women were offored orientation or
assistance in finding their lruc sdves by the promiscs and presurnptions of tlw New Woman; for oldcr wornen, thosc working in typical
domestic or agricultural professions or in industry, and those fulfilling
the "traditional role" of housewifc and rnothcr, they seemed more
provocative and clegrading. Also, rnen did not necessarily applaud the
new type of woman, as dernonstrated in thc i929 collection of essays
by male writcrs titled Wlwt We Wo11/d Like to See in the Wonwn of the
24
FuturP. Finally, the cmergence and propagation of the New Wornan
sparkcd off bitter disputcs, dcpending on the political interests, about
inlerprl'lalion ancl cvaluation of tlw bourgeois, democratic state form
and moclcrnization lhrusts ancl thcir rcpcrcussions for thc stability o(
tlw social orcler. Tbc Grcat Depression served to inlensify thc discourse,
in which the New Wornan bccarne a synonym (or thc dissolution of
socially stabilizing idcas of femininity am!, cspecially, motherhood.
Tlrns the New Woman also stood for the endangcrrnent of the nation
and the national culture by thc international, equalizing effects of
mass dcmocracy and culture. Supporters saw the androgynous, boyish
body of thc New Woman, understating the fomalc secondary scx characteristics, as the "syrnbolic rdusal of mothcrhood as thc most opprcssive elemcnts of traditional gendcr roles." But in the countcrdiscoursc il was viewed as symptom and cause of "rnasculinization" and
loss of "motherlincss," and criticizcd in cultural tcnns as thc "crisis of
thc family" and assesst•d politically as social decline."'' In the early i93os,
2

'
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27

"wild, African" dances faced competition from "German dances", fashion
revealed a stronger feminine style, and the call was heard for "traditional dress" as an alternative to styles dictated by French designers
28
and "Jewish clothing manufacturers" As weil, "Mothers' Day gained
29
widespread acceptance as a German custom" films and operettas 30
celebrated pastoral idyll as deliverance from the big city, and "photos
of female pioneers driving racing cars, flying airplanes, or working in
laboratories ... were replaced more and more by idyllic scenes of mothers, the nationalist and racist tones of which became stronger with
time" 31 Alice Rühle-Gerstel noted at the time: "Bobbed hair and short
dresses are on the retreat, economic need has put away the office chair
and reading desk and closed the counters in front of women; the ideology of the New Femininity is floating in a vacuum, empty as a deflated
32
balloon." The "good old days" in the form of "marriage and motherhood" and the "kitchen" became attractive again, not only for those
women and men who never thought much of the New Woman anyway, but also for those who had been disappointed by its ambivalent
promises. All of this provided fertile ground for discursive and practical, political efforts to push back the boundary-blurring impact of the
modernizing thrusts of the i92os. lt also served to support the ideology and politics of the Nazis, who promoted the subordination of the
individual to the Volksgemeinschaft, or national community, the leveling out of gender differences in favor of camaraderie within that community,ll and ostracism and exclusion of "the Other" to an extreme that is, annihilation. The type of the "German woman" propagated in
this context by the Nazis and linked with virtually hysterical attacks
against the construction of the New Woman 34 was, however, not
merely the return to the "good old days" in the form of the housewife
and mother. The type of the "German woman" could no longer exist
without some elements of the New Woman of the Weimar Republic,
since the modernization that had started after the First World War
and brought shifts in the gender arrangements could not be undone.
This became apparent not least by the further development of "organized modernity" after the Second World War in western Europe and
the United States.
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